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ON THE BASIS PROBLEM IN NORMED SPACES1

MAHLON m. day

Since Schauder 's fundamental question of the paper [9]—Does

every separable Banach space have a basis?—is still unanswered, we

give in this note a proof that every infinite-dimensional Banach space

has a closed linear subspace which has a basis with certain extra prop-

erties. Banach [l] asserts without proof the existence of a subspace

with a basis. Gelbaum [4] proves the existence of a subspace which

has a basis with slightly weaker extra properties than those proved

in this note. The present theorem was stated, with a few words about

the proof, in my book [3, p. 72], but repeated requests for copies of a

paper in which proof is given suggest that that outline is too obscure.

Indeed, when this note was first sent off, the referee discovered

that the proof, given there as sketched in [3], was incorrect. We give

here a proof based on a generalization of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem.

The other "proof" misquoted a theorem of E. Michael in an attempt

to reduce the generalization to the original theorem.

Theorem. Let N be an infinite-dimensional normed space. Then

there exist biorthogonal sequences (bi, ¿Gw) and (ßit t£u) in B and

B* respectively, such that

(i) (bi) is a basis for the closed linear manifold L in B spanned by

the set of all bi.
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(ii) 110,11=11/3,11 = 1 for all i in o}.
(iii) Setting Pmx= 23<sm ßiix)b(for each m in co, the linear operator

Pm is a projection in L of norm ^ 1 + i/m.

Proof. Take &i of norm 1 in B and choose ßi, by the Hahn-Banach

theorem, such that \\ßi\\ = |NI = ßi(oi) = 1- H h, • • ■• , bm in B and
ßi, • • • , ßm, and, if necessary, certain auxiliary 7i, • • • , 7* in B*

have been chosen, the choice of bm+i is made to depend on Borsuk's

theorem in the following way:

Let Lm be the linear hull of the &,-, i^m, and let Sm be the unit

sphere SC\Lm. If K is the closed real interval —láíáL each of the

sets ßTliK)C\Lm and yfliK)r\Lm contains Sm, and the intersection

of these sets is a polyhedron LIm in Lm. It may happen that IIm con-

tains only points of norm ^l + l/raî; if this is not the case take

enough elements of norm 1 in L*m, say ct\, ■ ■ ■ , a„, that IIm inter-

sected with all the sets «¿"'(if) is a polyhedron in Lm which all lies

within the sphere of radius 1 + 1/w. Let 7*+a be an element of B* of

norm 1 which is an extension of ctq, q= 1, • • • , n. Let Am be the

(infinite-dimensional) intersection of the hyperplanes ß^iO), iúm,

and 7f1(0)> j = k+n.

In Am choose any (w-f-l)-dimensional subspace A'B and in Am con-

sider the unit sphere S'm= Sf\A.'m. Define a mapping <j> from S'm into

convex compact subsets of Lm by

<KO = {y-yE Lm and ||*' + y\\ = ||*' + Zm||}

where, as usual,

||*' + L,„|| =M{\\x' + z\\:zeLm}.

Then c6( — x) = — <j>ix) and <¡> is upper semicontinuous; that is, if

XÚ tends to x', if ynE.<Pix-), and y = limn6My,, exists, then yE<X*')-

Also ||y|| ^1-f-l/m if y<E<l>ix).
To prove that an x exists in S'm such that 0E<K*), we generalize

the Borsuk-Ulam theorem in precisely the same way that Kakutani

[7] generalized the Brouwer fixed-point theorem. Jaworowski [ó] has

a generalization of Borsuk's Theorems I and II which implies this

(his <6(x) is acyclic compact) but rather than appeal to that homo-

logical proof we give here a direct proof by approximation using the

Borsuk-Ulam theorem for most of the work.

Theorem. Let Ebe a compact convex subset of Lm and let c6 be a func-

tion defined on S'm such that, for each x, <j>ix) is a closed convex subset of

E. Assume that <f> is upper semicontinuous ior equivalently, that the

graph of <pis closed) and that <f> is antipodal; that is, that <f>i — x)= —<f>ix).

Then there is an x in S'm such that 0E<K*).
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Let S„ be a sequence of "simplicial" decompositions of S'm into

"spherical triangles" with the diameters of the simplexes of Sn tend-

ing to zero as n—* oo, and let xni ■ ■ • xnk be the vertices of S„ in some

order. Define a continuous function <j>n from S'm into E by first choos-

ing <l>n(x„i) as an element of (p(xni), choosing <pn( — x„i) = — (pn(xni)<

and then extending the map to all S'm simplicially. Each <f>n is con-

tinuous and antipodal, so the Borsuk-Ulam theorem asserts that there

is a point pn of S'm such that <pn(pn) = 0.

(In [2, Theorem II] it is asserted only that some pair of antipodal

points is carried to a single image point; but <pn maps antipodal pairs

to pairs symmetric about 0; these can coincide if and only if they both

are zero.)

pn is in some simplex of 2„ with vertices yn0, • • • , y„m, so

Pn = S™ 0X„,ynf, where X„,^0, £iX„.-^l, and lim» £<Xnf = L

Choose a subsequence \n¡\ of the integers so that y, = lim; ynji exists,

Zj = lim;- (pnfynji) exists, and Xj = limy Xnji exists for i — Q, 1, • • • , m.

Then p = limy pnj exists also and p = y i for all i. Also 2»^»=1- Now

0 =  <Pn¡(pn¡)   =  4>nj(z2iiXnyiyny.)   =   2_. Xnyi&yO'njt) —> 2^i X.Z..

But z,£#(p) because <j> is upper semicontinuous. Hence 0 = ^X<z;

Çz<t>(p) because <p(p) is convex.

To return now to the main theorem, let bm+i be any point of S'm

such that 0£</>(im+i). Let ßm+i in B* be chosen so that it is of norm 1,

vanishes on the bi, i^m, and is 1 at bm+i. This is possible because the

calculation with Borsuk's theorem arranged matters so that in Lm+i

the projection along Lm onto the line through ¿>m+i is of norm 1. Also

Km was chosen so that the projection of Am+Lm along Am onto Lm is

of norm ¿1 + 1/m. This induction process defines sequences (bi) and

(ßi).
If L' is the union of all the Lm, then for each m the function Pm

is defined in B and has in L' norm ^ 1 + 1/m, because all the bi, i>m,

are in A'm. Since L' is dense in L, ||Pm||iâl + l/w. The set of those x

in L where limmeu Pmx = x includes all of the Z>< and is closed in L

[l, p. 79, Theorem 3], so it is all of L; that is, (bt) is a basis for L,

and the proof is complete.

Note that if in (iii) the condition ||Pm|| ^ 1 + 1/»» were replaced by

H-Pmll ̂1+Cm, where (cm) is any preassigned bounded sequence of

positive numbers, the proof would be almost unaltered.

It may be noted that if this process is applied to m(u>), the space

of all bounded real sequences, nothing in the process prevents the

choice of bn equal to the usual wth basis vector in Co(w), the subspace

of sequences converging to zero; that is, bn(n) = 1, bn(m) =0 if m^n.

Then the corresponding sequence of /3's may be total over m(ui), and
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the process stops even though m(co) is not separable. This example

shows that the basis found need not be boundedly complete in the

sense of James [5] and Karlin [8]. It also shows, by Sobczyk's result

of [lO], that there need not be any continuous projection of N onto

L. The construction of the theorem if applied in Z^co) might also

yield the usual basis, which shows that the biorthogonal system {ßi}

need not be a basis for L*.

In view of Karlin's theorem that there is no unconditional basis in

C[0, l], the space of real-valued functions continuous on the closed

unit interval, it would be of interest to improve this construction to

show that every B contains an L with an unconditional basis; but

whether this is possible is not known.
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